As one of the first to bring SBS-modified technology to the market, TAMKO set the standard in waterproofing performance more than four decades ago. By relentlessly refining the technology, we’ve been setting new standards in quality and performance ever since. Insist on powerful water control from the company that brings 75 years of building product expertise.

**SINGLE FAMILY CONSTRUCTION**

TAMKO offers waterproofing solutions for applications ranging from foundations, windows and doors, to specialty roofing. Our residential products are designed for ease of application and with the product performance you expect.

**MULTIFAMILY CONSTRUCTION**

TAMKO takes on the multitude of waterproofing challenge areas that multifamily projects commonly present, including difficult balcony and breezeway applications. TAMKO has a full range of above and below-grade solutions to meet your needs.
BUILDING PRODUCTS BEGIN TO AGE AS SOON AS THEY ARE EXPOSED TO NATURE. BUILDINGS EXPERIENCE AGING FACTORS DIFFERENTLY, SO IT IS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT HOW LONG BUILDING PRODUCTS WILL LAST. THAT’S WHY TAMKO PROVIDES A LIMITED WARRANTY FOR MANY PRODUCTS, THAT INCLUDES A BINDING ARBITRATION CLAUSE AND OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS WHICH ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE. YOU MAY OBTAIN A COPY OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY AT TAMKO.COM OR BY CALLING 1-800-641-4691.
The portfolio of TAMKO® products helps complete your balcony and breezeway system by aiding to prevent water intrusion in elevated areas.

**BALCONY/BREEZEWAY**

THE CONVENIENCE OF **KICK AND ROLL**

Contractors appreciate TW-60’s treated release film as opposed to paper, which can stick or tear. The simple application allows the contractor to get the job done faster. Simply **kick and roll!**

**TW-60 SHEET WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE†**

TW-60 is an SBS-modified bitumen asphalt sheet membrane with a polymer film on the surface, and a removable treated release film on the adhesive side. TW-60 can be used for above-grade areas including balcony/breezeways, terraces, plaza decks and parking decks. TW-60 provides an optimal solution when paired with TAMKO's flashing, mastic and primers.

- 60-mil thickness*
- Available in factory precut widths of 6”, 9”, 12”, 18” and full 39 3/8” rolls*
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

†Not intended for use on roofs or prolonged exposure to temperatures above 200°F.

*Subject to manufacturing variation.
**TW-105 FLASHING**

Take advantage of the benefits of this SBS-modified bitumen asphalt flashing membrane with a polymer film on the surface and removable split release film on the adhesive side. A great choice for balcony and breezeway detail, TW-105 Flashing is also ideal for transition locations such as wall/floor intersections.

- 105-mil thickness*
- Split release film
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

**ADHESIVE PRIMERS**

Whatever the challenge may be, TAMKO has the adhesive primers to fit your project needs.

- TWP-1 Adhesive Primer is a high-quality rubberized primer that features a red tint for ease of application
- TWP-2 Water-Based Adhesive Primer is a solvent-free primer that promotes a powerful bond
- TWP-LV1 Adhesive Primer is a solvent-based, low VOC primer that features a red tint for ease of application
- Available in 5-gallon pails
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

**TWM-1 MASTIC**

The mastic is designed for multiple uses, including finishing the edge of seams, overlaps, patches and terminations of properly sealed TAMKO® waterproofing membranes. TWM-1 Mastic is a high-quality trowel-grade SBS-modified bitumen mastic that dries to a strong but pliable seal, allowing for minor expansion and contraction. Applied with a trowel or caulk gun.

- Available in 10.5 oz. tubes, quart tubes, 3 gallon buckets
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

**TW-DRAIN 220**

A prefabricated drainage composite that provides protection for soft membrane waterproofing systems. Used for balcony/breezeway applications to allow water to pass in the drainage core providing hydrostatic relief.

- Compatible with waterproofing systems without the use of a protection board
- Available in 4’ × 50’ rolls
- 5-year Limited Warranty and Arbitration Agreement
TW UNDERLAYERMENT

A self-adhering SBS-modified bitumen roofing underlayment designed to help provide moisture protection over the entire roof deck and tolerate high temperatures. Can be used under metal roofs, mechanically fastened tile, slate, wood shakes, asphalt and composite shingles.

- 40-mil thickness*
- Textured, polymer surface film provides skid resistance
- Treated release film for ease of application
- Can be left exposed for up to 120 days allowing more time for installation of the shingles
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

TW METAL & TILE UNDERLAYERMENT

A fiberglass-reinforced, self-adhering SBS-modified bitumen roofing underlayment with a polymer film on the surface and is designed to tolerate high temperatures. Used under metal roofs, mechanically fastened tile, slate, wood shakes, asphalt and composite shingles. Features a removable treated release film on the adhesive side for convenient installation and handling.

- Fiberglass reinforced for stability
- Split treated release film for ease of application
- Can be left exposed for up to 120 days allowing more time for installation of the shingles
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

TW SEAM TAPE

A versatile tape designed to cover exposed sheathing seam gaps and provide better water protection during and after construction. Applies easily to OSB, plywood and most other common roof deck materials.

- 40-mil thickness*
- Available in 4” rolls, 61’ per roll
- Works with all TAMKO® shingles and underlayments
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

TW-60 SHEET WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE†

An SBS-modified bitumen asphalt sheet membrane with a polymer film on the surface and a removable treated release film on the adhesive side. Can be used for below-grade waterproofing applications such as foundation walls, tunnels and earth shelters, ICFs and similar structures.

- 60-mil thickness*
- Available in factory precut widths of 6", 9", 12", 18" and full 39-3/8" rolls*
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

TWM-1 MASTIC

Designed for multiple uses, including finishing the edge of seams, overlaps, patches and terminations of properly sealed TAMKO® waterproofing membranes. TWM-1 Mastic is a high-quality trowel-grade SBS-modified bitumen mastic that dries to a strong but pliable seal, allowing for minor expansion and contraction. Applied with a trowel or caulking gun.

- Available in 10.5 oz. tubes, quart tubes, 3 gallon buckets
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

ADHESIVE PRIMERS

For virtually any below-grade challenge, TAMKO has the adhesive primer designed for the job.

- TWP-1 Adhesive Primer is a high-quality rubberized primer that features a red tint for ease of application
- TWP-2 Water-Based Adhesive Primer is a solvent-free primer that promotes a powerful bond
- TWP-LV1 Adhesive Primer is a solvent-based low VOC primer that features a red tint for ease of application
- Available in 5-gallon pails
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

†Not intended for use on roofs or prolonged exposure to temperatures above 200°F.
*Subject to manufacturing variation.
TW FLASH-N-WRAP® 25 REFLECTIVE SHEET MEMBRANE†

An SBS-modified bitumen asphalt sheet membrane with a reflective aluminum surface film used for sealing window and door perimeters. Features a removable treated release film on the adhesive side for easier installation and handling.

- 25-mil thickness*
- Adheres to a wide range of surfaces
- Available in factory precut widths of 4”, 6”, and 9” rolls
- Can be left exposed for up to 180 days allowing more time for installations
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

TW FLASH-N-WRAP® PRO FLASHING MEMBRANE†

An SBS-modified bitumen asphalt flashing membrane used for sealing window and door perimeters. Features a removable treated release film on the adhesive side for easier installation and handling.

- 25-mil thickness*
- Adheres to a wide range of surfaces
- Available in factory precut widths of 4”, 6”, 9”, 12” and 18” rolls*
- Can be left exposed for up to 180 days allowing more time for installations
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

†Not intended for use on roofs or prolonged exposure to temperatures above 200°F.
*Subject to manufacturing variation.
**TW FLASH-N-WRAP® 40 REFLECTIVE SHEET MEMBRANE†**

A thicker SBS-modified bitumen asphalt membrane used for sealing window and door perimeters. Features a reflective aluminum surface film and a removable treated release film on the adhesive side for easier installation and handling.

- 40-mil thickness*
- Adheres to a wide range of surfaces
- Available in factory precut widths of 9”, 12” and 36” rolls
- Can be left exposed for up to 120 days allowing more time for installations
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

**TW MOISTURE WRAP MOISTURE/ AIR BARRIER MEMBRANE†**

An SBS-modified bitumen asphalt membrane with a clear polymer film on the surface. Features a removable treated release film on the adhesive side for installation and handling. TW Moisture Wrap can be used as an above-grade moisture/air barrier for application in cavity wall construction, the sealing of window and door perimeters and the sealing of wall joints, corners and other terminations.

- 40-mil thickness*
- Adheres to a wide range of surfaces
- Available in factory precut widths of 4”, 6”, 9”, 12”, 18”, 24”, 36” and 39 3/8” rolls
- Individually wrapped factory pre-cut widths with point-of-purchase labels available in 4”, 6” and 9” rolls
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement
Create a high-performance water barrier with TAMKO's thru-wall products.

**TW THRU-WALL FLASHING MEMBRANE†**

An SBS-modified bitumen asphalt membrane consisting of a self-adhering rubberized asphalt and an 8-mil polymer film top surface for concrete, masonry, gypsum, felt-faced and foil-faced polyisocyanurate foam insulation or wood wall construction. Features treated release film on the adhesive side for easier installation and handling.

- 40-mil thickness*
- Available in factory precut widths of 12", 18", 24" and 36" rolls
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

**TWM-1 MASTIC**

Designed for multiple uses, including finishing the edge of seams, overlaps, patches and terminations of properly sealed TAMKO® waterproofing membranes. TWM-1 Mastic is a high-quality trowel-grade SBS-modified bitumen mastic that dries to a strong but pliable seal, allowing for minor expansion and contraction. Applied with a trowel or caulking gun.

- Available in 10.5 oz. tubes, quart tubes, 3 gallon buckets
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

**ADHESIVE PRIMERS**

Every thru-wall demand has a TAMKO adhesive primer solution.

- TWP-1 Adhesive Primer is a high-quality rubberized primer that features a red tint for ease of application
- TWP-2 Water-Based Adhesive Primer is a solvent-free primer that promotes a powerful bond
- TWP-LV1 Adhesive Primer is a solvent-based low VOC primer that features a red tint for ease of application
- Available in 5-gallon pails
- 5-year Limited Warranty & Arbitration Agreement

†Not intended for use on roofs or prolonged exposure to temperatures above 200°F.
*Subject to manufacturing variation.
GET TOUGH ON WATER WITH TAMKO® WATERPROOFING.

TAMKO’s waterproofing products offer the solutions you need to help defend your single and multifamily projects from water damage. TAMKO is waterproofing, from the ground up.

Learn more about TAMKO Waterproofing solutions and download product data sheets at tamko.com.
BUILDING PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

TAMKO Building Products LLC is a leading independent manufacturer of building products, crafted with American pride for more than 75 years. At TAMKO, quality building products are backed by a brand name recognized for its rich history, core values of honesty and integrity, culture of continuous improvement, authority with building professionals and support for its community. With a cornerstone of residential roofing, TAMKO’s business includes the well-known brands of Heritage® Series laminated asphalt shingles, Elite Glass-Seal® asphalt shingles, MetalWorks® steel shingles, Awaplan® roll roofing, CoolRidge® ventilation, Synthetic Guard™ and Moisture Guard® underlayments and the TW line of waterproofing products.

For more information about TAMKO, visit our website at www.TAMKO.com.

BUILDING PRODUCTS BEGIN TO AGE AS SOON AS THEY ARE EXPOSED TO NATURE. BUILDINGS EXPERIENCE AGING FACTORS DIFFERENTLY, SO IT IS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT HOW LONG BUILDING PRODUCTS WILL LAST. THAT’S WHY TAMKO PROVIDES A LIMITED WARRANTY FOR MANY PRODUCTS, THAT INCLUDES A BINDING ARBITRATION CLAUSE AND OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS WHICH ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE. YOU MAY OBTAIN A COPY OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY AT TAMKO.COM OR BY CALLING 1-800-641-4691.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: Use personal fall protection devices when working with these products. Personal fall protection devices, safety glasses and hearing protection must always be used when applying these products. Moisture, frost or debris will decrease the traction when walking on these products. Applicator safety is of utmost importance.
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